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ABSTRACT
One of the crucial factors to relieve the potential danger of rear-
end collision is to synchronize the behavior of the lead and 
following vehicle on target lane, which includes the relative speed 
to the leading vehicle on the target lane and the time headways to 
both the leading and following vehicles on the target lane as the 
explanatory variables. In view of the rear-end conflicts 
importance,  here is tried to find out the critical headway of the 
vehicles in which vehicles are encounter with this kind of Traffic 
Conflicts, based on Traffic Conflict Technique. It was also aimed 
to introduce a model to estimate the number of vehicles with rear-
end conflict potential on the basis of physical and traffic equations 
in signalized intersections. Moreover rear-end potential conflicts 
have been calculated by modeling in MATLAB, then by 
comparison of the field observation and outcome of the model the 
accuracy of the model has been estimated.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Historical crash data have been used widely as a direct 

measure of safety at intersections and other locations. However, 
attempts to estimate the relative safety of a highway facility are 
usually hindered by the unreliability of crash records and the long 
period to achieve adequate sample sizes, furthermore non-
accessible accident database in Iran, dictated the need for a 
surrogate safety measure which can be used to overcome these 
problems. Traffic conflict analysis provides useful information for 
determining the predominant conflict types, identifying hazardous 
intersections, and assessing the effectiveness of safety actions, 

hence based on the technique’s ability to estimate the potential 
risk of intersections this method is selected.

The Traffic Conflicts Technique (TCT) is a method of 
observation, where near-accidents are recorded and used for 
predictions of accident risk and for studies of events leading to 
accident situations. A traffic conflict is defined as “an event 
involving two or more road users, in which the action of one user 
causes the other user to make an evasive maneuver to avoid a 
collision” (30). The core of TCT is the identification and 
recording of serious conflicts by human observers. These events 
can be characterized by the fact that the closeness to a collision is 
very imminent. In this method safety analysis is based on number 
and severity of Conflicts recorded during a limited period (one 
week).

The ability of this method in predicting the number of 
accidents and potential risk of road network (specially 
intersections) in one side and also limited field observation time 
and low costs on the other side, caused that Traffic Conflict 
Technique become a widely use in safety analysis in many 
countries. 

Owing to different maneuver and various combinations of 
motions in an intersection, there would be different potential 
conflicts in each one. Within this general framework, a basic set 
of conflict definitions were developed for intersections, 
corresponding to the different types of maneuvers and related 
accident patterns. Similar to the manner in which accidents are 
grouped by type of collision, traffic conflicts are categorized by 
type of maneuver. 

A rear-end potential conflict occurs when the first vehicle 
slows while approaching or passing through the intersection, 
placing a second following vehicle in danger of a rear-end 
collision. The rear-end crash type encompasses collisions that 
occur when the front of a following-vehicle strikes the rear of a 
lead-vehicle, while both traveling in the same lane. When an 
impending rear-end crash situation develops, a crash is almost 
always avoided.
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On average, a single driver will brake about 50,000 times per 
year to avoid crashing into a lead-vehicle. A rear-end crash occurs 
only about once every 2.5 million brake applications (Farber, 
1991). Figure 1 illustrates the scale of braking events in terms of 
miles driven and shows the infrequency of a rear-end crash. 
Nonetheless, rear-end collisions comprise about 25% of all 
police-reported collisions in the United States, or approximately 
1.8 million collisions per year. They also account for about 2,000
fatalities and over 800,000 injured occupants [2]. Therefore 
simulation of driver’s behavior and Using rear-end potential 
conflicts has been considered by many researchers and engineers 
and till now many studies were developed in this field, car 
following theory. Therefore, this study applies the concept of 
traffic conflict potential for making the objective evaluation on 
rear-end potential conflicts in signalized intersections.

Figure 1. Hierarchy of Forward Crash Events

2. Rear-End Conflict 
TTC index has been widely used in evaluation of potential 
conflict. In an impending forward crash; the following-vehicle 
driver must decelerate to avoid a crash. If not, the following 
vehicle will eventually make contact with the lead-vehicle at the 
time-to-collision (TTC). Thus, the TTC is a projection into the 
future of current conditions. In the case of rear-end potential 
conflicts, TTC represents the time remained until the following 
vehicle collides with the tail of vehicle in front under the 
assumption that the speed and direction of the vehicles do not 
change. T he Speed-Time diagram for both lead and following 
vehicle is shown in figure (2).

Figure 2. Speed-Time Diagram in rear-end potential conflict 
situation

Beside the speed variation, the distance between two vehicles in 
the time of brake and after that must be considered as an 
important factor, in that these distances can reflect the severity of 
traffic conflicts occurred between two vehicles. Hence, a TTC 
time-history is helpful in understanding how the severity of a 
conflict changes as an impending crash draws nearer.
In case that the distance the target vehicle travels after emergency 
brake exceeds the summation of the distance the vehicle in front 
travels after emergency brake and distance between the vehicles

0321 <−+ ddd ; consequently, the accident occured.  

Where:

1d : The distance the vehicle in front travels after emergency 
brake

2d : Distance between the vehicles

3d : The distance the target vehicle travels after emergency brake

This situation is shown in figure (3).

Figure3. Schematic diagram of rear-end potential conflict

Relation between TTC and travel distance in potential conflict 
situation is based on cinematic equations.

2.1 The method of calculating rear-end 
potential conflict
One of the crucial factors to relieve the potential danger of rear-
end collision is to synchronize the behavior of the lead and the 
following vehicle on target lane, therefore determination of 
relative speeds of both vehicles play an important role. On the 
grounds that, the relative speed and the time headway between 
both lead and following vehicle are considered as the explanatory 
variables of the model.
In estimation of rear-end potential conflicts, there are some 
hypothesis considered:

� This special kind of traffic conflicts is not restricted into 
a special period of the green time for each approach. 

1d

2d3d



Once the green time begins in approach i, rear-end 
potential conflict can occurred.

� This special kind of traffic conflicts can occur in each 
situation and special conflict zones cannot be 
considered. Hence geometric design is not entered.

� Driver Perception-reaction time and also acceleration 
rate of vehicles vary widely, however, because of low 
average speeds in intersections, in order to simplify the 
model these two factors assumed to be fixed (driver 
perception-reaction time1s and acceleration rate 

1.3 2/ sm ).
Because of low vehicle speeds in intersections and no access to 
distance and speed measuring instrument, identifying the lower 
level of rear-end potential conflict was not possible. Therefore, 
after reviewing the previous studies and based on Hydén theory, 
lower level of potential conflict assumed to be TTC=1.5s.The 
upper level of rear-end potential conflict estimates by analyzing 
the recorded films of selected intersections and applying the 
simulated speed of vehicles in each rear-end conflict situation.
In order to determine the upper level of TTC, first 35 identified 
vehicles which were in the situation of rear-end potential conflict 
tracked and observed. In this method, after identification of ear-
end potential conflict situations in recorded films, the distance 
between two vehicles base on the predetermined scale (vehicle 
dimension) is measured. Two samples are shown in the figure (4).

Then by assuming 0V  following vehicle equal to simulation 

average speed and acceleration rate of 1.3 2/ sm , TTC is 
calculated from the equation (1).

(1) 
 

[1] 

Figure 4. Distance between two vehicles in the situation of 
rear-end potential conflict

Statistical test on the result of these observations confirms the 
normality of calculated TTCs with mean 1.866 and standard 
deviation 0.475 for this sample. In order to extend the result of 
this sample to the whole TTC society, base on equation (2) in 
confidence level of 95% and 10% error, the calculated sample size 
is 32. Thus the sample size obtained as number TTC in rear-end 

potential conflict situations is less than the sample sized actually 
considered (35 TTC in rear-end potential conflict situation). This 
implied that the sample size considered was adequate for this 
study.
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Where:
n : Sample size

)1( α− : Confidence level

2σ : Standard deviation

d : Error

[2] 

Figure 5. Normality of calculated TTCs

The confidence distance of upper level of TTC at %5=α   base 
on equation (3), is calculated between [1.7, and 2.01]. Finally 
TTC=2s for the upper level of rear-end potential conflict TTC is 
selected.

nZnZ σµµσµ αα ×+<<×− 2/2/ ˆ           (3)                                                             

Where:

µ̂ : Mean of TTC

)1( α− : 95% Confidence level

σ : Standard deviation

n : Sample size
Assuming a δ s driver perception-reaction time, the lower and 
upper bound of potential conflict headway which could result in
rear-end potential conflict can be calculated through equation (4).

                                                                                             (4) 
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Base on equation (4), with assumption of driver perception-
reaction time =δ 1s and critical lower bound of rear-end 

potential conflict =LTTC 1.5s and upper bound of potential 

rear-end conflict in selected intersections =uTTC 2s, upper and 
lower bound of  critical rear-end potential conflict headway gives:

It is also assumed that the headway of the opposing traffic follows 
a negative exponential distribution (a typical assumption in this 
context.) Then the probability of a headway falling between the 
lower ( lit ) and upper ( uit ) bound of potential conflict headway 
can be calculated from equation (5):

uioilioi tt
uiliiRC eethtPP λλ −− −=≤≤= )()(                 (5)                       

Where,

)(iRCP : Probability of expected potential rear-end conflict on 

approach i,

oiλ : 3600
oi

oi
V=λ , arrival rate of opposing traffic of 

through on approach , in veh/s,

oiV : Hourly flow rate on opposing approach, in veh/hr (it is 
assumed that the turning movement synchronize the through flow, 
is the main reason of deceleration of vehicles during passing the 
intersection).
The following equation provides the number of vehicles that will 
be affected by potential conflict:

∑ −=
i

endrearveh PCPC                                            (6)                                      

Where,

vehPC : Total expected number of vehicles with rear-ends
potential conflicts

)(iendrearPC − : Number of through vehicles with potential 

conflicts on approach i

3. Data Collection
Base on proposed methodology, in order to calculate rear-end 
potential conflicts, volume of movements, acceleration rate and 
driver perception-reaction time must be collected. Then, by 
running the program in MATLAB, the probability of rear-end 
conflict base on the predetermined model in 15 intersections are 
estimated. Moreover, by comparison of programs outputs and 
actual rear-end conflicts in selected intersections, the accuracy of 
the proposed model is estimated. This actual rear-end conflicts are 
collected via observing the recorded films of Tehran Traffic 
monitoring and control organization, Iran. As mentioned before 

the Traffic Conflicts Technique (TCT) is a method of observing 
the situation in which the action of one user causes the other user 
to make an evasive maneuver to avoid a collision, unless the 
probability of accident will be increased significantly.

Figure 6. Proposed Methodology

4. Model Validation
By comparing the actual recorded rear-end conflicts with 
program’s outputs, the accuracy of the model, base on equation 
(8) is estimated:
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Where,

SSE : Sum of square error

iy : Field observation

n :  Sample size 

Comparison of the program’s output (base on proposed model) 
and field observations estimate the model’s error 8.86. 

5. Conclusion
The high accuracy of the proposed rear-end potential conflict 
model confirm the appropriate selection of TTC=2s for upper 
bound of rear-end potential conflict. According to low and 
acceptable error of proposed rear-end potential conflict estimation 
method, this method can be considered as a surrogate method for 
the field observation. 
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